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POLICE — WRITTEN PROCEDURES 

455. Hon GIZ WATSON to the minister representing the Minister for Police: 

I refer to the article entitled “Stun guns for all front-line police”, published on page 5 of The West Australian of 
Monday, 28 June 2010. Will the minister please table all written procedures that the police have to guide the 
exercise of their discretion when choosing whether to use a baton; whether to use pepper spray; whether to use a 
Taser; whether to use a gun; and between the weapons listed above? 

Hon PETER COLLIER replied: 

I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

I table the Western Australia Police use of force manual—based on the outcomes of the post-implementation 
review of Taser, the use of force manual is currently subject to review; the oleoresin capsicum spray manual; the 
Taser manual; the extendable baton manual; the Glock pistol manual; the “National Guidelines for Incident 
Management, Conflict Resolution and Use of Force: 2004”; and police manual reference material for the above. 

[See paper 2240.] 

Hon PETER COLLIER: In addition, WA Police do not provide specific advice to officers surrounding their 
choice of tactical equipment. As a member of the Australia and New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency, WA 
Police have adopted a tactical options model, similar to that described in the “National Guidelines for Incident 
Management, Conflict Resolution and Use of Force: 2004”, modified to reflect the local policing environment. 
This model reflects the contemporary policing environment in which the use of force by police is not a 
hierarchical structure, but the force options are depicted in a circular structure to emphasise the use of minimum 
force, the choice of the appropriate force option, and the ability to escalate or de-escalate as required, 
emphasising individual accountability. Officers have the choice of any number of force options, including police 
presence, tactical communications, tactical disengagement, empty hand tactics, negotiation and cordon and 
contain, as well as those listed above. The WA Police Academy use of force manual discusses all aspects of use 
of force by police officers and the varying considerations therein; however, all discussion and training are 
premised on a safety-first philosophy. The decision to utilise one option over another is based upon the 
individual officer’s perception of the threat currently faced. 
 


